Supported by generous donations made by and in honor of Dr. William Snyder, the Snyder Cultural Understanding Endowed Fund provides financial support for experiential learning consisting of cultural expansion, increased societal understanding and a broadening of the Peru State College student's personal growth. The proposed learning experience may take the form of a day trip to a major metropolitan area for exposure to cultural alternatives, the arts, or large group events, or may involve bringing such an experience to the campus of Peru State College.

Staff or faculty may apply for available funds to support an initiative or program that meets the criteria described above. Applications shall be made to the Peru State College Faculty Senate, which shall be authorized to make full or partial awards.

Available Funds:
Application Submission:
Award Decision Date:
Funds Expenditure Deadline:

Proposal Process
Staff members or faculty members wishing to propose initiatives should complete the proposal form below and submit it and any applicable supporting documents to the Chair of Faculty Senate by the submission date noted above. Proposals may be submitted in electronic or printed form. Proposals should feature an unusual opportunity for student engagement with an emphasis on experiences that will enhance the cultural understanding of participating students. Proposals may be associated with a specific course or may be open for participation by any student enrolled at the College.

Name of Proposer: ___________________________________________________________

Date Submitted: ___________________________________________________________

Name/Title of Initiative: _____________________________________________________

Total Cost of Initiative or Amount of Funding Requested: ________________________

Description of Initiative Costs:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Please provide a detailed description of the initiative and explain how it meets the purposes of the Snyder Cultural Understanding Endowed Fund. Attach any documents that further describe or provide rationale for the initiative.